
FINITELY-VALUED COHOMOLOGY GROUPS

john w. keesee1

In this note it will be shown that finitely-valued functions are

adequate to determine the Alexander-Kolmogoroff cohomology

groups of a compact Hausdorff space. This is effected by exhibiting

a homomorphism of the finitely-valued groups into the general

groups which is an isomorphism onto if the space is compact. We

assume familiarity with Spanier's [2]2 development of the Alexander-

Kolmogoroff groups although the definitions are repeated here.

Let X be an arbitrary topological space and G a fixed abelian

group. Denote by $P(X) the group of all functions (p-functions)

from Xp+1 (the Cartesian product of X with itself p + 1 times) to G.

Let {N(AXP+1)} represent the open sets containing the diagonal of

Xp+1. Then ^(X) is the subgroup of <pp(AT) consisting of those p-

functions which are zero on some N(AXp+l). There is a homo-

morphism 5 of $P(A") into $P+1(X) defined by the formula

p+i
8<b(x0, %u - • • , x-p+i) = zZ (—1)^(^0, St~i, *<+i, • • • , Xp+i).

This homomorphism has the property that 55 = 0. The subgroup

&Z(X)=8-1<!%+1(X) is called the group of p-cocycles, and &B(X), the

group of p-coboundaries, is defined to be ö$p~1(X) + $%(X). The pth

cohomology group of the space X, denoted by HP(X), is the quotient

group &Z(X)/WB(X).

For each /: X—*Y (/ not necessarily continuous) there is defined

a homomorphism/*: <£"(Y)—>$>P(A) by

ff<p(x0, xp) = <p(f(x0), /(*.), ■■■ , f(x,)),    <p G $P(F).

If / is a map ( = continuous function),/' carries each of the subgroups

#S(F), $?j(F), and 3>£(F) into the corresponding subgroup of $P(X).

Let A be a subset of X and i:A—>X the identity map. Then

*'(X, A) = i^SoiA),      4>o(X, A) = $o(X),

*l'X, A) = öV_1(X, A) + $o(A, A),

$z(X, A) = $P(X, A) n $z(X).
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The pth cohomology group of X mod A is HP(X, A)

= *l(X, A)/VB(X, A).
If / is a function on X to F that carries a subset A of X into a

subset 73 of F, / is said to be on (X, A) to (F, B). We write

/:   (X, ,4)-»(F, S).

If/:(X, i4)-»(F, 73) is a map, f carries $"(F, 73), *|(F, 73), and
$S(F, 73) into 4), 4), and WB{X, A) respectively.

For a fixed pair of functions / and g on (X, A) to (F, 73) there is a

function D: **+1(F, 73)->$p(X, 4) defined by D<f>(xa, xu ■ ■ ■ , xP)

= Zf-o (-l)W*.), *(*0, • • • . «(*<),/(*<), • • • . /(**))• Then for
p>0 and <pG<Pp(F, 73), f<p-g*d> = Wd>+Dbd). If p = 0, f<p-g*<p
=D5<p.

The purpose of this paper is to consider the groups Hf(X, A) de-

fined as follows. Let F"fX) be the subgroup of $P(X) consisting of

those p-functions which have only a finite number of elements of G

as values. Define FP(X, A)=$P(X, A)f\Fp(X), FV0(X, A) = &0{X, A)

r\Fp(X), Fß{X, A)=ÖFp-i(X, A) + FS(X, A) (when p = 0, F%{X, A)
= 0), Fz(X, A) =*|(X, A)r\Fp(X). Then Hf(X, A) is the quotient
group FJ(X, A)/Fl(X, A). It will be shown that for an arbitrary

space X, there is a homomorphism t:HJ(X, A)^Hp(X, A) which is

an isomorphism onto if X is a compact Hausdorff space and A is

closed.

Lemma 1. Let M and N be abelian groups with subgroups Mo and

No and X a homomorphism of M into N such that \(M0)(ZNo. Let

a: M^-M/Mo and ß: N—^N/No be the natural homomorphisms. Then

there is a homomorphism p:M/M0—*N/No defined by pa(x)=ß\(x)

for x£zM. Furthermore, the kernel of p is \~1(No)/Mo and the image

of Ml Mo under p is (X(Af) +N„)/N0.

The method of proof is evident.

The results of Lemma 1 are used to define the homomorphism t

as follows: Denote by yM(X, A)^HP{X, A) and v.F$'X, A)

—>HJ(X, A) the natural homomorphisms and let a:Fz(X, A)

—>#f(X, A) be the identity homomorphism. Define t\HI{X, A)

->HP(X, A) by Tv(tj>) =ya(<j>) for <f>EFz(X, A). It follows that r is a

homomorphism, the kernel of r is WB{X, A)r\Fp(X)/FpB{X, A), and

the image of Hf'X, A) under r is F$(X, A)+&B(X, A)/$B{X, A).

The next two lemmas are concerned with properties of subsets of

G that satisfy the following two conditions: (1) If a subset H of G

has property M, then (-TT) has M. (2) If Hi and H2 have M, then

(Hi+Hi) has M. For such a property M, define MP(X, A) to be all
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<P(El$v(X, A) such that <j> carries some N(AXp+l) into a set H with

property M.

In what follows, if V is a covering of X, NP(V) will denote the set

U[t/p| UEV].

Lemma 2. Hypothesis: (a) X and Y are topological spaces, f and g

are functions on (X, A) to (F, 73);

(b) 0G*p(F, B),5<beM"+1(Y, 73);
(c) V is a covering of Y such that 0 = 0 on Np+i£iS)r\Bp+x, and 5<p

carries NP+2(?iS) into a subset N of G with property M;

(d) V is a covering of X such that for each UG.V, there is a FGV

for which f(U)Vg(U)C V.
Conclusion: For p>0, f*<p-gf<p€.ö$'-1(X, A) + MP(X, A); for

P = 0,f<p-g*<f>EMp(X,A).
Proof. It is sufficient to show (i) if p^O, D8<j>EMp(X, A) and(ii)

if p>0, oZ?<pG5*p_1(^. A). First consider (x», ■ ■ • , xP)ENP+i(V)

C\A*+\ Then 7J>Ö0(xo, ■ ■ ■ , xP)=zZU (-1)W)(g(*o), • • • , «(*.),
/(*<), • • • ,/(*,))• But (g(x0), • • • , g(xi),f(xi), ■ ■ ■ ,f(xP))GNP+2CV)
C\BP+2 so D5d> = 0 on NP+1(V)r\Ap+1 and therefore DSd>E<f>p(X, A).

Also for (x0, • • • , xP)GNv+1(.V), Dbd>(xa, ■ ■ ■ , ip)G&0(-1)*

But this set has property M since N has and J9Ö0GMP(X, A).

Second, for p>0, take (x0, ■ • ■ , xp-i) E.Np(V)r\Ap. Then (g(x0),

• • • , g(xi), f(xi), ■ ■ ■ ,/(*„_!))GAW(V)n/3p+i and Z?0(xo, • • • ,
Xp-i)=0. So Dd)(E.$p-1(X, A). This completes the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 3. If X is a compact Hausdorff space and A is closed, then

$p{X,A)r\ S-1M'+l(X,A) C 8$p-1(X,A)+Mp(X,A) + Fp(X,A).

Proof. If 0G$p(A', A)r\8~lMp+1(X, A), then there exists a cover-

ingV of X for which 0 = 0 on Np+1(yS)r\Ap+1 and 50 carries 7Yp+2(V)

into a subset of G with property M. Let fbea finite star refinement

ofV [l, p. 324]. Write V= [Ult U2, ■ ■ ■ , £/„]. To each Uj for which
UjCsA^n, assign XjEU^A. To each Uj such that J//\4 = □,

assign Xj G c73-. Define f:(X, A)—>(X, A) by /(x) = xy where 7

is the least integer for which xG Uj. Then f(X) is a finite

subset of X and f<t>EFp(X). Also f<p£Fp(X, A), for consider
(x0, • • • , xP)eAp+i(i;)rVlp+1. Then x.GcT* (* = 0, • • • , f) and
there exists FoGV such that F0D the star of Uk. Thenf(Uk)C the

star of Uk implies/(x,) G the star of Uk. Hence (/(x0), /(xi), • • • ,

/(xP))GF?+1, and /0(x„, • • • , xp) = 0(/(xo), • • • ,/(*,)) =0. There-

fore /#0G*p(-X", A). Let ^4)->(A', ^4) be the identity function;

then for each UEV-, there exists FGV such that i(U)VJf(U)CV.
Now by Lemma 2, i*d>-f<f>£l$>p-l{X, A) + MP(X, A) or
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4> G i$*->(X, A) + M"(I, a) + F*{Xt a).

For the next lemma define L"(X) to be the group of p-functions

which assume only a finite number of values on some A(AXP+1), and

let L*(X, A) =L"(X)n^p(X, A). It follows that L"(X, A) = F"(X, A)
A) and SL'(X, A)C8F"(X, A)+^0+1(X, A).

Lemma 4. If X is a compact Hausdorff space and A is closed, then

&(X, A)r\l-iL*+l(X, A)C^B(X, A) + F"(X, A).

Proof. Since the property of being finite is a property of the type

of Lemma 2, it follows by Lemma 3 that

**(X, a) n b-lLv+\X, a) C Hr-^X, a) + L'(X, a).

But d<f»-l(X, A)+Lr(X, A)=5^1(X, A)+^0(X, A) + F"(X, A)

= &B(X, A) + F*(X, A).
In the proof of the following theorem, repeated use is made of the

so-called Dedekind property of groups, that is, if A, b, and C are

subgroups of a group G, and A is contained in C, then

(a + b) r\ c = (a r\ c) + {b r\ c).

Theorem. If X is a compact Hausdorff space and A is closed, then

t is an isomorphism onto.

Proof, (a) Show t is an isomorphism. The kernel of r is $*B(X, A)

C\F*(X)/Fl{X,A).
Now

A)f\Fv(X) = [UP~\X, A) + **0'X, A)]r\FP(X)

= [5V-1(X, A) + *l(X, A)] r\ LP(X)r\FP(X)

= [U"~\X, A)C\L\X,A) + $P(X,A)]nFP(X).

By Lemma 4 d^~l(X, A)r\L*(X, A)C8^PB-1(X, A)+8Fp-1(X, A).

Therefore, $b(X, A)nF"(X)C [SF'-^X, A)+4$(LX, A)](~\F'(X).
But [8F?-l(X, A)+*%(X, A)]nF>(X) = 6F>~1(X, A)+$P0(X, A)

r\F*(X) = F%(X, A). This shows that the kernel of t is 0.

(b) Show r is onto. The image of Hf(X, A) under r is F%(X, A)

+&b(X, A)/&b(X, A). In Lemma 3 define "H has M" to mean

".77= 0.» Then M"+l(X, A) =^+1(^", A) and

*m(X, A) C UP~\X, A) + $o(X, A) + FP(X, A)

= A) + F\X, A).

But since &b(X, A)C&g(X, A), it follows that *f(X, A)C&k(X, A)
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-\-Fz(X, A). The reverse inclusion is clear and the equality shows that

t is onto.
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A NOTE ON A COMBINATORIAL PROBLEM

H. J. ryser

The purpose of this note is to prove the following theorem.

Theorem. Let X\, *»,•••,*« denote v distinct elements and let

T\, 7*2, • ■ ■ , Tv denote v sets formed from these elements. Suppose

further that each Ti consists of exactly k distinct elements and that every

pair of distinct sets Ti and Tj have exactly X elements in common

(0<\<k<v). Then

k(k - 1)
X = —- ■

v - 1

The combinatorial problem under consideration makes its appear-

ance in the study of projective planes, Hadamard matrices, and

block designs. In the combinatorial problem of Todd arising in the

study of Hadamard matrices it is usually assumed that X

= k(k — \)/{y — 1) [3; 4].1 For the symmetrical block designs each

element of the arrangement is required to occur exactly k times, and

it is then easy to verify that X = k(k — l)/(v — 1) [l]. Further theorems

concerning the possibility of this combinatorial problem for a given

v, k, and X may be found in [3 ].

To prove the theorem let the elements xx, • • • , xv be listed in a

row, and let the sets T%, • • • , T9 be listed in a column. Form the

incidence matrix A of the arrangement in the usual way by inserting

a one in column i and row j if Xi belongs to set Tj, and a zero in the

contrary case [2; 3]. Now let Si denote the sum of column i of the
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